PHONICS
for Reading
Support students who struggle with reading comprehension from weak phonemic
awareness and decoding skills.
• Build phonemic awareness, decoding, and fluency skills to strengthen reading comprehension
• Systematic, explicit instruction builds confidence and motivation
• Specifically designed to appeal to older students

First Level

Second Level

Third Level

focuses on:
• short vowels
• double consonants
• consonant blends
• consonant digraphs

progresses with:
• long vowels
• vowel combinations
• CVCe words
• word endings

expands concepts with:

• r -controlled vowel sounds

•
•
•
•

letter/vowel combinations
prefixes and suffixes
minor sounds of c and g
minor sounds of
vowel combinations

Support students who struggle with reading comprehension due to weak phonemic awareness and decoding
skills with PHONICS for Reading. This three level series helps build phonemic awareness, decoding and fluency
skills to strengthen reading comprehension. They include systematic, explicit instruction that builds confidence
and motivation. The books are specifically designed to appeal to older students, so that they can be used across
the curriculum and year levels to bring instruction to the students who need them most, regardless of age.
“Phonics for Reading is a fantastic resource for any school to have and use in a variety of ways for many classes, ages and stages.
I love the fact that the student books are systematic in their approach and that the Teacher books have such explicit instructions.
This means that the program is usable by teachers, teacher aides or parent tutors.
It is a perfect resource for struggling readers who are challenged by decoding diffi culties. The simple placement tests make it easy to fi nd a starting
point for each student.
The repeated explicit and systematic program is ideal for struggling readers. The content is also appropriate for older students. This program could
be used with small groups, individuals or even as a whole class learning experience. The scope and sequence makes it easy to plan and assess. The
individual student records and letters of progress are a great tool which save teachers valuable time.
This is a comprehensive program that is extremely easy to pick up and just teach. It is systematic and explicit, and especially ideal for children with
learning diffi culties or struggling readers. I would recommend to any school that they have this resource in their teacher library.”
– Robyn Childerhouse

Strengthen Essential Reading Skills
Phonics for Reading also provides word-recognition and spelling
instruction, story reading, and independent activities.
Assessment opportunities include:
•

Placement Tests —Use for placing students within the program or to measure growth at the end of the program or
school year.

•

Checking Up —Ten activities throughout each level offer teacher and students a formal measure of skills.

•

Fluency Assessment —Teacher Guides for Second and Third Level provide directions for using story passages to
assess fluency and activities for building fluency.

Available:
Student Books

Teacher Books

•

First Level—30 teacher-directed lessons— focuses on short vowels, consonants, consonant
blends, and digraphs

•
•

Lesson objectives and scripting

Second Level—32 teacher-directed lessons— progresses with vowel combinations, r-controlled
vowel sounds, common endings, and CVCe words

•

Word lists

•

Answer keys

•

Reproducible IEPs/progress letters

•

•

Third Level—36 teacher-directed lessons— expands concepts with vowel/letter combinations,
common prefixes and suffixes, minor consonant sounds for c and g, and minor vowel sound
combinations

Information about the research base

•

Scope and sequence chart

•

Pre- and post-assessment tools

Student Book, Level 2, Lesson 9

Motivate your older students to
learn the keys to fluency and
reading comprehension
Many students progress through school without ever having
mastered phonics. Without a basic foundation, older students often
struggle with the year-level concepts that require reading. Phonics
for reading was specifically designed with these students in mind.
Systematically sequenced lessons provide the foundation for
struggling students – of any age – to become successful, motivated
and confident readers.

Emphasise key reading skills
•

Phonemic awareness activities like blending and segmenting build
foundational reading skills.

•

Strengthen decoding skills through progression from decoding
single and multi-syllable words to decoding full passages.

•

Spelling activities complement and reinforce decoding skills.

•

Matching images to passages building reading comprehension.

•

Relentless repetition builds accuracy, automaticity and fluency.

View sample pages on our website
by using the book code search

www.hbe.com.au

Why PHONICS For Reading Works
Build student motivation and confidence with explicit instruction
•

Each lesson uses a systematic sequence of instruction to allow students to gain mastery of basic sounds and words before progressing to more
complex words and passages.

•

A consistent instructional routine allows students to focus on learning new content rather than repeatedly learning a new lesson format.

It’s never been easier to deliver systematic, explicit instruction
This easy-to-use program features scripted lessons and a predictable structure, allowing teachers and paraprofessionals
alike to concentrate on student learning rather then worrying about what they have to say next. Flexible and dynamic,
Phonics for Reading is perfect for a wide variety of settings, including whole group or small group instruction and oneon-one tutoring.

1

1

Enable educators to focus on student learning by using scripted
text, which walks them through what to do and say during each part
of the scaffolded lessons.

2

Promote students ability to read independently using an effective,
scaffolded “I do, we do, you do” model.

3

Easily monitor student progress with placement tests and timed
readings.

3

2

Teacher Guide, Level 2, Lesson 9

Improve Reading Comprehension
Strengths of Phonics for Reading:
•

Instruction is explicit and systematic, and the materials
include a detailed scope and sequence and clear objectives.

•

Materials are teacher-friendly and easy to navigate.

•

The program consists of features that may be helpful for
struggling readers, such as consistent teaching routines,
repeated practice and cumulative review.

View sample pages on our website
by using the book code search

•

The decoding strategies are taught to automaticity.

•

Students learn to pronounce the individual sounds in a blend.

•

Students are given immediate corrective feedback.

•

No weakness noted!

www.hbe.com.au

PHONICS Made Easy
Reading Comprehension

Reading
Comprehension

Improved comprehension makes successful, confident,
and motivated readers

Relentless practice increases fluency, allowing
students to move the cognitive resources from
decoding to comprehension

Fluency

Scaffolded lessons systematically introduce
new sounds and words, which enhance
students decoding and encoding abilities

Decoding and Encoding

Phonic awareness activities build
foundational reading skills

Phonics Awareness

Phonics for Reading uses explicit,
systematic instruction. Because
students, regardless of age or ability,
must learn letter-sound relationships,
decoding rules and various strategies
for pronouncing words, they benefit
from systematic, teacher-directed
lessons. The structure of each lesson
in the three levels of Phonics for
Reading is consistent throughout
the program, so students are able to
focus on the content rather than on
the teaching procedures being used.
Lessons are carefully scripted for the
teacher so that instruction is just as
easy to deliver as it is to follow!

Explicit, systematic instruction in critical reading skills

ORDER FORM
CODE

CA126891
CA12689
CA126899
CA126901
CA12690
CA126909
CA126911

12-029-05

TITLE

PRICE

Phonics for Reading Student Book First Level
Phonics for Reading Student Book First Level - Set of 5
Phonics for Reading Teacher Guide First Level
Phonics for Reading Student Book Second Level
Phonics for Reading Student Book Second Level - Set of 5
Phonics for Reading Teacher Guide Second Level
Phonics for Reading Student Book Third Level

$35.95
$125.00
$25.95
$35.95
$125.00
$25.95
$35.95
$125.00
$25.95

CA12691

Phonics for Reading Student Book Third Level - Set of 5

CA126919

Phonics for Reading Teacher Guide Third Level

CA12600

Phonics for Reading Student Book Complete Set of 3

CA12601

Phonics for Reading Teacher Book Complete Set of 3

CA12602

Phonics for Reading Complete Set of 6

QTY

Titles in PHONICS for Reading Series:
First Level
Student

Teacher

Student Complete Set of 3

CA126891

CA126899

CA12600

$100.00
$75.00
$175.00
TOTAL $

Attention ............................................. Order Number .....................................

Second Level
Teacher
Student

Teacher Complete Set of 3

Name of School ................................................................................................
Address ............................................................................................................
.......................................... State ....................P/Code ....................................
Country ............................................................................................................
Email: ................................................................................................................
Yes I would like to receive email communications about products and offerings from Hawker Brownlow Education.
I understand that I can unsubscribe at any time.

INVOICE
❍ Please invoice school/institution (official purchase order must be supplied)

CS126901

Purchase order number: ________________________________________________________
CREDIT CARD
❍ School/organisation credit card ❍ Personal credit card

CA126909

CA12601

Third Level
Student

Teacher

Complete Set of 6

❍ Visa ❍ Mastercard ❍ Amex (4% surcharge)
Card number:

Amount: $ ________ Expiry date: _____ CVV: _____
Signature: _____________________________________________________________________
CHEQUE
❍ Cheque – Make cheque payable to Hawker Brownlow Education

CA126911

CA126919

CA12602

TERMS OF TRADE
• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST.
• All prices are subject to change without notice.
• For New Zealand customers, at the time of invoice, we will convert the amount into New Zealand dollars ($NZD) so that you can pay by cheque or credit
card in New Zealand dollars ($NZD).
• Full money-back guarantee.
• We do realise it is difficult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your selection, please visit our website <www.hbe.com.au>. Go to ‘Browse Books’ and
most titles will give you the option to view the first few pages of the book. Click ‘View Contents’ on your selected book page.
• We will supply our books on approval, and if they do not suit your requirements we will accept undamaged returns for full credit or refund. Posters are
for firm sale only and will not be sent on approval. Please be aware that delivery and return postage is the responsibility of the customer.
• Freight costs are determined at Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery charge of $9.50 within Australia and $15.00 for New Zealand for each
order.
• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.

P.O. Box 580, Moorabbin, Victoria 3189, Australia
Website: www.hbe.com.au | Email: orders@hbe.com.au | ABN: 77 093 854 892

